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 “One word is a teacher; half a word is also a teacher” is a famous Vietnamese proverb that 

my father has always taught me. The proverb implies that teachers always deserve respect 

regardless of how much they have taught you. As I was born into a family with a tradition of 

teaching, I grew up admiring how many generations of students my grandparents had taught and 

aspiring to follow in their footsteps. 

 After many semesters of tutoring high school students, I decided to take the next step by 

becoming a TA for a college math course in Spring 2022. I worked for the Honors Calculus II 

(MATH 129H) course with Dr. C. Douglas Haessig. I chose to work with him because I really 

enjoyed his logical reasoning-centered teaching philosophy when I took his Introduction to Proof 

(MATH 323) course the semester before.  

 Throughout the semester, my favorite activity as a UTA is to write extra honors problem 

sets that challenge students to engage with class content deeper than the regular assignments and 

extend their knowledge to other related topics. I had a lot of fun writing exploratory problems 

about how strange geometry can behave when infinity is involved after students learned about 

infinite sequences and series. Many students told me how mind blown they were after discovering 

by themselves that the Gabriel’s Horn has a finite volume with an infinite surface area and that the 

Koch’s Snowflake has a finite area enclosed in an infinite perimeter! 

My favorite assignment was asking students to research and present one real-life 

application of integral calculus. I was skeptical at first that students would mostly choose 

applications in the textbook to minimize effort. However, I was really impressed by the diversity 

of topics selected - chemistry, biology, physics, engineering, economics, and statistics. I was very 

proud of my students when I saw how engaged, enthusiastic, and diligent they were with their 

well-researched presentations. It was so exciting to see the class come together as a learning 

community and share knowledge! 

Creating and grading these honors problem sets were very rewarding. When I took 

Calculus II, I was frequently frustrated whenever I had to memorize so many tedious algorithms 

and formulas and mindlessly regurgitate them on exams. I hope that these problem sets made math 

very exciting and colorful as well, with plenty of room for exploration and creativity instead of 

just rote memorization! I was really thankful that Dr. Haessig gave me complete freedom to design 



these assignments and helped me brainstorm engaging problems through our conversations and 

meetings. I also want to thank Dr. Eduardo Rozo for inspiring me to write exploratory homework 

as he did in his Modern Physics class that I took in the same semester. 

A major challenge in my first UTA semester was the exam review session. Despite my 

tutoring experiences, I had never taught in front of a class before. I was really anxious when I 

imagined the dozens of students’ eyes staring at me because public speaking was one of my 

weaknesses. I was afraid of the embarrassment I would experience if I cannot answer questions 

students would ask me on the spot.  

However, those worries became silly after I finished my first review session because 

everything went much more smoothly than anticipated. I realized I actually enjoy talking about 

math for two hours straight. In fact, it didn’t even feel like two hours had passed! I became much 

more comfortable and confident in my subsequent review sessions. If I were to TA for a math class 

again, I hope to make my review lectures more compact so there would be more time for engaging 

activities such as group discussions and Kahoot (because everyone loves Kahoot!). 

My reflection cannot be complete without acknowledging the UTA seminar and the two 

amazing seminar leaders, Dr. Christina Duron (who won the 2022 Teaching and Service Award in 

the Math Department!) and Dr. John Peca-Medlin. I really appreciate the math pedagogical and 

professional development content they developed for the seminar. Discussing effective strategies 

for giving students feedback, learning how to create Beamer presentations in Latex, and listening 

to a panel of math graduate students were very helpful. My personal favorite was the series of math 

talks given by all the UTAs. It was a great opportunity to practice presenting in a conference-style 

environment and learn new interesting math topics from my fellow UTAs.  

As the semester is coming to an end, I actually feel bittersweet to say farewell to my class. 

One student made my day when they wrote to me, “You were a great TA this semester. Being able 

to go more in-depth and ask “why” questions during your office hours and exam reviews was very 

helpful. Also, nice problem set questions! Thank you :)” It has been one of the most amazing and 

fulfilling experiences for me. The UTA program has been a crucial steppingstone toward my dream 

of becoming an astrophysics professor. I feel an even stronger vocation towards teaching after this 

semester! Deep down, I am also very proud of continuing my family’s tradition of teaching and 

following in my grandparents’ footsteps. I would wholeheartedly recommend the UTA program 

to anyone who is not just passionate about math, but also passionate about sharing their love for 

math with students! 


